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Space squid penguins of madagascar

Tomatometer Has Not Been A Consensus Critic Yet. There is not enough rating to calculate the score. Penguins must stop the space octopus from destroying the zoo. Edit Zoosters thought Julien had caused gladys to slip, cutting the treats he brought them. Rush for judgment condemning the lemurs to sweat from Rump Whomper. The skipper insists Julien is innocent. Kowalski's dream of attending an
invention expo should be withheld when he is placed with a fractured leg. The skipper and the gang went in place to bring him the full report. The bird goes crazy stirring locked in hospital, however, and fineusinates that Dangerous Space Shripel strikes! Written by Anonymous Plot Summary | Add Synopsis Animation | Actions | Adventure | Comedy | Family | Sci-Fi Parents Guide: Add content advice for
parents » Edit Kowalski: Yes, Marlene! Poke it! Prick him mercilessly! See more » Penguin Theme Madagascar (untidy) Music by Adam Berry See more » Edit Release Date: 10 October 2011 (USA) See more » DreamWorks Animation See more » Runtime: 24 min View full technical species » Summary of this plot may be too long or excessively detailed Please help improve it by removing details
(September 2010) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Penguin MadagascarSeason 2Country of the country of originUnited. of episode68ReleaseOriginal networkNickelodeonOriginal releasedMarch 13, 2010 (2010-03-13) –March 31, 2012 (2012-03-31)Chronology of the season← PreviousSeason 1Next →Season 3 Episode List Penguins madagascar This is an episode list for the
second season of the animated television series Nickelodeon, The Penguins of Madagascar, which was first screened on March 13, 2010 and ended on March 31, 2012. Episode No.overallNo. inseasonTitleWritten by air date viewerOriginal (millions)491 Red Links[1]Brandon SawyerMarch 13, 2010 (2010-03-13)4.3[2] After penguins discovered him in an underground bunker, legendary penguin agent Buck
Rockgut drafted them to help with catching the Red Squirror, the upper penguin enemy was once brought down by Rockgut who had escaped. Severe paranoids that they might agents of the Red Squiror, Rockgut began to detain several zoo animals. Throughout, only Private believes that it is wrong. He eventually tried to use Fred as a Red squirbe standing to trick Rockgut, but it backfires when Rockgut
suspected Private as his own Red Squirper. Three more penguins soon recognized Rockgut's errant paranoia and got it to leave by telling him the real Red Squirrel was in a made-up spot called Grrfurjiclestan. Then, the periscope is shown and indicated that the Red Squirror is real. Special guest star: Clancy Brown as Buck Rockgut 502It's About Time[1]Bill Motz &amp; Bob RothMarch 13, (2010-03-
13)4.3[2] After creating a time machine called Chronotron, Kowalski needed a final chemistry before he could erase it for time travel. Time. when he and other penguins came out to get him, Kowalski's future himself appeared to Private and ordered him not to allow himself now to complete Chronotron, leaving great chaos at future decisions. Later, as Private had no success in foiling Chronotron, kowalski's
future appeared to Skipper to ensure that his future instead built Chronotron. Finally, all three Kowalskis saw each other, creating black holes in the space of time. Two Kowalskis used Chronotron to return in a timely manner, thus becoming those who had appeared to Skipper and Private. The space hole was then closed when Rico threw Chronotron into it. 513Gator Watch[3]Bill Motz & Bob RothMay 15,
2010 (2010-05-15)3.8[4] While penguin visits with him at his sewerhouse, Roger, their associates, states that he hates having to stay there, but he likes to be in New York so much that he is ready to hold The Penguins soon decided to help Roger find a better place to live in the city. They first hid Roger in a log in a nearby pond, but a woman saw her and screamed. They tried to hide it as a display at a
museum next, but Roger blew his cover by being alive when a boy poked it. Following that, the penguins tried to hide Roger on the roof as a gargoyle, but Roger, fearful of height, soon fell into the public pool below. Throughout all this, attempts to move Roger made TV headlines, in a segment called Gator Watch. While trying on the side of the human evasion, Roger never painsically entered the stage
through the back door of the building and was soon caught by animal control. The penguins then set off after a van that transported Roger to break it out, but they failed to do so before the vehicle arrived at its destination: a suitable habitat at Central Park Zoo. 524In the Doody Line[3]Brandon SawyerMay 15, 2010 (2010-05-15)3.8[4] Anticipates the arrival of the zoo commissioner, security details quickly
check the zoo and its animals to threats. But as they left, Skipper believes that the agents have done an inadequate job, so he and other penguins took it alone to keep the zoo safe for the commissioner's arrival to cut ribbons at the new children's zoo. In doing so, they soon revealed that the pigeon, Frankie (Jeff Bennett), had plotted to drop one on the commissioner's suit in response to the implementation
of anti-pigeon park rules. The skipper later told another penguin about how he failed to act in similar circumstances when the previous commissioner was struck with bird drops contain blueberries, vowing not to let the same happen again. The Penguins then chased after Frankie, with Skipper flying through the air using jet-pack, but the pigeon soon finally unleashed a blueberry-infused vendetta. The
skipper dived in When Kowalski informed him that the Package had fallen and took a hit for the commissioner, and his team was horrified at the resulting look of them Luckily, however, Skipper revealed that he was wearing a pigeon proof vest as he pulled him off his body. Vest soon launched in Frankie through a makeshift cannon, causing pigeons to suffer the same fate he meant for the commissioner.
Guest star: Gary Cole as Commissioner 535 Not Toutable This[5]Bill Motz &amp; Bob RothJune 19, 2010 (2010-06-19)3.7[6] When penguins heard child screams, they soon learned it was the result of a boy who had been bitten by sheep at a zoo pet zoo. Appealed by a sheep attack, the penguin set off at night to respond to it. However, the sheep, Randy, soon told the penguin that he was challenged to
bite the boy because the boy had, among other things, beaten at him and had pulled out a bunch of his fur. Convinced that they had wrongly rated Randy, the penguin decided to help him to prevent further abuse by crowded children. When their attempts to apply a smooth polymer, build static electricity on Randy's fur, and the hypnosis failed, the penguin decided to transport Randy to the farm to live the
rest of his life. Randy was soon taken to the farm by a penguin in a lorry, but shortly after his arrival, Randy was horrible at the appearance of another sheep there, which was dislodged and looked in trance like a cult. Thus, Randy ended up back at the pet zoo, but when the same boy approached him to attack him again, Randy kicked it off. It was later revealed that Skipper and Rico had taught Randy
some of their commando battle moves. Special guest star: Will Friedle as Randy 546Hard Boiled Egg[5]Brandon SawyerJune 19, 2010 (2010-06-19)3.7[6] While penguins were involved in training, duck eggs entered HQ, acting his Mother soon sought it there, and told penguins that Eggs had behaved like that since the adventure watched their eggs. As Eggy's mother asked, the penguin agreed to work
with Eggs to convince her that she was not fit to engage in the operation of their military. But when he persists in wanting to become a commando, the Skipper brings Eggs to believe that he needs to have a Penguin Commando License to participate in their operations, and that being able to handle all the zoos on offer is required to get that. Although briefly successful, the plan was soon backfires when
Eggs began taking all zoo animals, using the specific features of each penguin that had been learned from them while still in egg condition. Finally, Julien is the last animal that has not been beaten eggs, and therefore the only thing that stands between him and But Julien, when he learned that [he] J.J. (Egg) wanted to be a penguin, started dancing music, and Egg failed to bring it down as a result. The egg
then cured his commando's wishes but, to the dismay of the penguins, has now taken Julien's behaviour. 557Khazanah Lost Lost Squirhead[7]Eddie GuzelianJuly 19, 2010 (2010-07-19)N/A One century ago, the Golden Squirhead put the key to a hidden treasure into a time capsule to be buried in commemoration of the opening of the Central Park Zoo. When the time capsule opens at the moment, the
race soon between the penguins, the lemurs, Marlene, and Fred to reach the legendary treasure before the Rat King and his minions do. However, things got complicated for zoo gangs along the way when rats chased them and brought Marlene in a failed attempt to get key possession to the treasure. Later, the group displayed symptoms of confinement when they confronted their individual bad desire for
what could be done with treasure ever charged, a condemnation extended by a mysterious squirbe, a senior citizen who had previously stated that the treasure had to be destroyed. Finally, after getting hold of the keys, rats look for treasure, but the gang soon catch up to them. Following a slight more battle among the group, it was revealed that Julien, as purely among them, was immune to treasure
condemnation, and he proceeded to dispose of treasure. When animals return to the zoo and discuss their adventures, pigeons come and ask Private to keep crystal feathers, but everyone but skipper soon disperses, does not want anything to do with other ancient mysteries. Special guest star: Debbie Reynolds as Granny Squirrel Note: This is a half-hour episode. 568Fit to Print[8]Eddie GuzelianJuly 19,
2010 (2010-07-19)N/A lemur interrupts penguins playing solitaire computers in the zoo's office to sneak a peek at the zoo's new advertising campaign photo, featuring a computer lemur. After being chased by penguins for creating a human-viewed threat, Julien points out that penguins can be seen in the background of photos of ads passed in commando fashion, seemingly unaware that their pictures are
being taken. Back in their HQ, penguins decided to set to remove themselves digitally from the image before it was sent to an ad agency. Despite trying to do so at the photographer's home, however, Kowalski accidentally sent an enlarged version of the area that unplugged the photo to an ad executive. Their circumstances were made progressively worse when their visit to the ad agency caused the
photo to be sent to the printer with the caption Killer Commando Penguins, and then when their attempts to reconfigure the print job of 10,000 copies at the print store instead resulted in the permission of 1,000,000 copies. When their last attempt to stop the press's decision in a foursome trapped in and folded by machinery, they retreated to HQs, convincing their closing ops was not will be exposed.
However, the new ads that Alice revealed, the penguin body shape sprinkled on a white background, kept their operating secrets secret. 579 Operation: Coyotes[9]Ivory FloydJuly 19, 2010 (2010-07-19)N/A When Marlene Marlene to the penguin habitat with leaves he says acts as organic moisturizers, Private, Kowalski, and Rico rub them over their bodies, as Marlene has. Meanwhile, Julien observed a
group of schoolchildren walking around, some claiming to have got coyotes from others. The observation soon began panic when he, Maurice, and Mort came to the penguin habitat and reported the disease, which Kowalski concluded was spread by the girls' touch. When the group observed Marlene in Burt's habitat and both of them itched, they concluded that the otter had coyotes and should be avoided
every time she was around. When Mort was thrown at him by Julien, he was quarantined by penguins, such as Private, Kowalski, and Rico when they exhibited symptoms of itching. Finally, Marlene came to HQ penguins looking for a cure for her itch, but was sent by Skipper after she chased and touched her. Alice soon found her, however, and she and the penguin were placed in an oat bath at the vet to
relieve what they would learn from the doctor was poison ivy - a moisturizer called Marlene. Private wonder if someone should tell Julien, but Skipper thinks it's not in a hurry. Meanwhile, Julien, Maurice, and all animals are in store itching like crazy. 5810Encik Tux[10]Eddie GuzelianJuly 19, 2010 (2010-07-19)N/A Armadillo who went by The Amarillo Kidd entering the habitat of the penguin looking for
someone he known only as Mr. Tux. Private acknowledged as he was, and Amarillo Children insisted that Private was involved in some sort of unsold business with him, but Private refused. Soon, personal and past nature of Amarillo Kidd was shown: Private was once a skilled mini golfer, but stopped the sport after a tough game against Amarillo Children forced him to tear the ball out of the young
opossum girl's ice cream cone, ruining it. Private was blackmailed by Amarillo Kidd to do another round of mini golf just after he set the penguin HQ to self-destruct and lock the entire zoo. When the private game-winning putt came a fraction of an inch exclusively from getting into the hole, Amarillo Children celebrated Mr. Tux's long-awaited defeat. But the Private ball then rolled in, giving it a win, with help
by Private cricket having avoided hitting early while driving a penguin car. 591Concrete Jungle Survival[10]Brandon SawyerJuly 19, 2010 (2010-07-19)N/A Private intends for promotion after Skipper forbids it seeing jokes contained in classified mission files. Skipper agrees to such a promotion, but only if Private can pass a one-on-one survival test against the most fearful animals in concrete forests the
streets of New York, where he was soon taken. Left alone in the hallway, Private approved cassette players by other penguins containing audio instructions on how to outline these enemies. However, Private tests were soon interrupted by the arrival of the lemurs, who believed they were on a camping trip and consistently gotten Private ways of trying to follow the tape commands. Finally, Kowalski reveals
the peculiarity of Private enemies must contend through a song: a nasty city bus, a ghost famous for making a roadkill out of an animal known as eight Cemetery. To pass its test, Private must face the bus and bring back souvenirs from it. This inevitable confrontation occurs when a bus comes while the lemurs are sewer fishing and qualifying their fishing lines in the bumper, taking them with it as a Private
race to catch up. Julien soon got herself free, but got into the bus with Private to find something sharp to free another, which Private achieved with a driver's name badge, a short, old woman with a deep, demon voice. For his successful meeting with Eight Graves, Private was promoted to First Class Private. He was finally able to read that joke, but in the end, he didn't quite understand it. 6012 Discontinue
Bugging Me[11]Bill Motz &amp; Bob RothSeptember 4, 2010 (2010-09-04)N/A Private was interrupted when the cockroach appeared on HQ, taken by Rico when threatened by repetitors. To help cockroatics return to where they originate, penguins and cockroers are presented on a mission to defeat the exterminator. Following a long bet, Officer X, now an exterminator, arrived at the scene, and soon
managed to tie up Skipper, Kowalski, and Rico as privately slipped away. To save his teammates and beat X, Private temporarily blocked his disgust and covered himself with plenty of cockroaves, which crawled from him and into X clothes when the lights were off. X then runs out of buildings and Private experienced delayed cases of willies. Special guest stars: Jerry Trainor as main cockroad, Zand
Broumand and Brian Posehn as other cockroads 6113Field Tripped[11]Todd GarfieldSeptember 4, 2010 (2010-09-04)N/A After obtaining a pretzel from a pretzel trolley, the penguin realized that a boy on a school field trip had observed their operations, and believed he was composing a dossier on them. Instead of taking immediate action against him, Skipper instead wanted to focus on the spy master, and
they soon discovered a museum flyer that had an exhibition on Madagascar, adding to Skipper's suspicions at the boys. Julien then came and noticed that her royal coup scribe was in the museum's display photo and asked the penguin to get her back for her. When they rejected it, Julien assembled a ragtag of his own team to do a mission instead, with Mort taking on the role Skipper would for the
penguins, Fred for Kowalski, Maurice for Rico, and Julien himself for Private. [12] Meanwhile, the penguin observed the boy, Ronald, telling his teacher about 2012 their operations, but the teacher rejected his account. Shortly thereafter, the schoolgirl departed for the museum. In museums, lemur-led groups chase Julien's confiscation scrub and penguin penguin attempt getting Ronald's notebook hold,
which took him again to tell his teacher about being chased by a zoo penguin. The Penguins eventually failed to get Ronald's notebook before the children left the museum, in part because they got Julien scratch for him, but they managed to use a brainwashing helmet on the teacher after he read Ronald's report. Special guest star: Nathan Kress as Ronald 6214Badger Pride[13]Bill Motz &amp; Bob
RothSeptember 4, 2010 (2010-09-04)N/A After a short mission of penguins to restore Marlene wild from the park after she accidentally was knocked into it, Private knew that the smell was Scared, Private began to panic, but Marlene dragged her to the exhibition to meet the badger and get over her fears. When the two met friendly badgers, Becky and Stacy, the four soon became friends and spent the rest
of the day together. But after Marlene's shocking badger in her habitat that night, making her part in an unwanted adventure, and failing to leave her alone, Marlene insisted that they stopped aggravating her. Becky took the remarks as an insult, and Marlene soon feared retaliation from angry badgers. Then, in the chase, Marlene and the badgers ended up in the park, knocked into it by a privately launched
tennis ball, where Marlene returned to her wild form and easily took Becky and Stacy in a one-sided tussle. Special guest stars: Victoria Justice as Stacy and Jennette McCurdy as Becky 6315Kaboom and Kabust[14]Brandon SawyerSeptember 11, 2010 (2010-09-11)3.9[15] After Julien interrupted the penguin's mission to destroy a classified file with an undisclosed problem, Skipper sent Rico to take care
of the matter. In the lemur habitat, Julien complained to Rico about a nearby billboard that she found disturbing, which Rico soon destroyed with dynamite. Having been denied the use of dynamics in early destruction of files, Rico greatly enjoyed his work, even after another penguin came to investigate the explosion. Julien then intends more things to be blown up, but when Skipper warns of uncontrollable
consequences, wild Rico, Julien and Rico agree not to proceed. However, the two soon acted otherwise and were involved in a montage blowing things up. Finally, Rico's dynasties reached breaking point as all the psychotic pressure built in it as a result of his frender created an explosion, and he began to use his own body as the wrecking ball walked. To protect the zoo from the destruction of Rico, Rico's
penguins and trap lemurs under Julien's bouncehouse, which Kowalski believes will serve as the ideal lunas absorbent. The plan works, and soon Rico turns asleep, tired of uncontrolled mayhem clock. 6416The Helmet[14]John Behnke &amp;; Rob HumphreySeptember 11, 2010 (2010-09-11)3.9[15] Kowalski created a helmet that turned thought into action, essentially giving the wearer a psychonesis
power, which he dubs dubs The helmet. Although penguins play with their power, King Julien notices and becomes very jealous. That night, Julien stole it and claimed it was the crown to use his power for himself. Now with unparalleled power, King Julien bomba Maurice, now no longer needs his reverence since the Keledar Hat now provides everything he needs, and continues to abuse helmet power for
himself. However, when assigning its power to the 10 (highest), Julien's thoughts and words became a reality and caused a melee at the zoo until it finally embodies a tornado of telekinetic objects. However, in the end, the penguin separates the keledar hat from King Julien's head, ends the telekinetic madness (but at the same time burns all his head hair) and Maurice returns to serve King Julien by giving
his old crown back to hide his baldness. Note: This episode was first issued on the Penguins DVD of Madagascar: Happy Julien King Day! 6517Night and Dazed[16]Kurt WeldonSeptember 18, 2010 (2010-09-18)4.2[17] While testing the new displacement system HQ, Private was flown into koala habitat. When it soon becomes night, marsupial, Leonard, awakening, fears Private because he is one of the
zoo's dangerously psychotic penguins. After giving Assurances to Leonard that he had no intention of harming her, Private left the koala habitat, only to return the next day to find he was unconscious. Fearing for him, Private took the koala back to HQ, where Kowalski explained that koalas were nocturned and Leonard himself rose from his mob as the night approached. While there, Leonard inadvertently
launched out of the now-restored HQ removal system and touched in Midtown, triggering penguins to set out to search for him and bring him back to the zoo. Not long after searching for him, however, their condition became more difficult when Leonard fell asleep during the day. Eventually, the team managed to get Leonard to sleep back to the zoo just shy of the night, and once night came, Leonard
resurrected and stroked Marlene and feared her in the same way she had penguins, which Skipper dumped so that Marlene seemed to have a bad reputation of her own. Typical guest star: Dana Snyder as Leonard 6618The Big Squeeze[16]Dean StefanSeptember 18, 2010 (2010-09-18)4.2[17] When a boa constrictor arrives at the zoo from Hoboken, Skipper and Kowalski warn about the snake's dangers
at a zoovenir meeting. Not long after, when Mort was missing, the penguin came face to face with the boa, Savio, to see if he had any role in the loss, but it was clear from the configuration of his habitat that he had no way of escaping from the enclosure. Then, when Maurice and Marlene are gone, the penguins continue Savio ate a small mammal, and soon sent Private out as bait, dressed in monkeys.
When he disappeared, another penguin and Julien confronted Savio again, where he broke free from his enclosure by sending his tail through ventilation ventilation and deactivates its electronic lock habitat via the keypad. Savio took Julien during the subsequent confrontation, but was eventually defeated by Burt, who smashed Savio around before forcing those eaten to be evicted. Savio was then sent
home to Hoboken the next morning. Special guest star: Nestor Carbonell as Savio Note: This episode was first released on DVD Penguins of Madagascar: New to the Zoo. 6719Stemikiran Wish[18]Bill Motz &amp; Bob RothOctober 2, 2010 (2010-10-02)3.8[19] After being knocked down accidentally under a pile of cents, Private ordered to get rid of the coin. While in the zoo's fountain to do so, Mort's
private notice bites into a penny and advises it to toss it into the fountain to make a wish instead. Hoping for a gum ball, Mort tossed the sen in and, for a private serendipitous shock, got them, leading Private to conclude that the fountain was magic. After telling another penguin, Skipper warned that fountains should be kept secret for fear of careless havoc or exposing their operations, and limiting its people
to one wish each. However, Julien soon learned of the power of the fountain through Mort, as did the zoo's others through Julien's exposure. Following the penguin warning other animals about potential dangers, Alice traced Private out of her habitat, but she managed to escape from it. But Alice later found a penny and tossed her into the fountain, hoping she knew what the story was with the penguins.
His desire triggered Kowalski to accidentally blow his plasma blaster, which he wanted, through the top of the penguin habitat, exposing their HQ to Alice and soon causing the foursome to be studied and distorted by the government. But just as the future of the penguin looks bleak, Private manages to get a penny into the fountain as a caged penguin passed by him and doesn't get rid of everything, setting
things back to normal. Kowalski later convinced Private that his belief in the magic fountain was a delusion caused by a Private bump in the head, but Burt was seen with a French baguette and wearing a beret, and because he had wished to travel to Paris, indicating that it might not be delusional after all. 6820April Fools[18]Bill Motz &amp; Bob RothOctober 2, 2010 (2010-10-02)3.8[19] After Julien found
that Mort ate his fudge pop, Mort claimed April was stupid in defence. After stating that April fools would not be enough because it is now August, Maurice explained to Julien about how the April Fool's Day concept works every April 1. Enthusiastic, Julien then decided to set about pulling pranks on zoo animals, claiming that was OK to do so in August because he had just learned the concept. After praising
Burt and Mort, Julien praised the penguins three separately claiming to be false that he needed their help. After the third time, penguins assail to engage in prank resistance training so they can resist the insistence on responding cry wolves in the future. Meanwhile, Roy became infused in Julien for drawing on his backside with a marker, who soon peaked to the point where Julien now has real reason to
ask for help from the penguins. Now trained to resist, however, the penguins rejected that Julien desperately needed, but they then chased down time to launch a sleeping grenade in Roy (Danny Jacobs) to save Julien from the wrath of raccoon charging. When Roy soon raised and began charging again, however, it was the penguin who had the last laugh when the stuffed penguin took a blow and Julien
momentually believed it was Skipper. 6921Hello, Dollface[20]Brandon SawyerOctober 9, 2010 (2010-10-09)3.6[21] While watching TV, Rico knows that the company that designed his doll girlfriend has added voice technology to likes, allowing them to speak, so he wants one for his dolls. Despite their best attempts, the penguins couldn't acquire voice chips but Private got different tools with the same chip,
so the Cookies transfer that chips into Rico dolls. After Julien told Rico to do whatever the doll said, which Rico led to the extreme, eventually turned into hippie, but when the dolls suggested to Rico that they became special friends of Rico disintegration, believing that he no longer loved him. Kowalski tricked Rico to believe that the doll loved him just the way he was and removed the voice chip, leaving Rico
happy again. 7022Huffin and Puffin[20]Bill Motz &amp; Bob RothOctober 9, 2010 (2010-10-09)3.6[21] While engaging in maneuver training with other penguins, Skipper was suddenly dented by an old enemy, a Danish puffin Hans noted that he had come to make peace with Skipper for past injustices, but Skipper refused to accept Puffin's apology. Finally, widely caused by the pressure of other penguins
and Marlene, Skipper offered Hans a flipper in friendship, but the group was soon tied up by Hans via a rope bomb exploding - the entire act of an apology was a sham. Hans soon brought the group to Julien's plastic volcano to trap them, but the penguins soon fled, leaving Marlene alone. After the chase, Hans locked himself in the penguins HQ and began circling their arms cache. Finally, after penguin
attempts to steer Hans out of HQ, Hans and Skipper met and fought using fish as swords. Held in fishpoint, Hans began crying, stating that he had no home and that the takeover of HQ was mainly so he could have a place to live. The skipper then arranges for Hans went to Hoboken Zoo, where he described it as disease-ridden Cesspool. 7123Vention Intervention[22]Thomas HartOctober 16, 2010 (2010-
10-16)N/A Although Skipper forbade it to create, Kowalski opposed it and built a ray of visibility. While testing it in the park, the device itself accidentally switches unseen when Fred falls on it; not long after, he also became loose on the streets of New York for meddling Julien, shooting laser randomly and make objects in the city invisible. Four penguins soon continued the mission to stop the device,
Skipper believing Dr. Blowhole was behind the mayhem. The team managed to crash the rays unanswered by bus and Kowalski managed to dismantle the device following the resulting load. The once-invisible object, including the rays themselves, becomes visible again. Kowalski kept trying to say that the ray was him, but Skipper kept harassing Kowalski and still believed it was Blowhole's technology.
7224Cradle and All[22]Justin CharleboisOctober 16, 2010 (2010-10-16)N/A Kowalski created an unexpected predicting device. When he shows emotional indulgence to the predictable fall of a child's ice cream, personal mutters ... track this! and the fish chucks on him, which Kowalski dodged, but it set a chain reaction motion, causing the shrimp car to roll out of the zoo. The penguin saved him from the
peril of traffic, then tried to calm the baby by changing his nappy and giving him a stuffed penguin. But the stroller soon rolled over to the demolition site where the baby came out and had to be chased around to be slammed by penguins. The team eventually managed her baby back and slide her baby back to her father without detection, although the baby's slaughter car soon fell apart from the whole
ordeal. 7325Didorong to Brink[23]Bill Motz &amp; Bob RothOctober 23, 2010 (2010-10-23)N/A After Private and Kowalski failed to impress Skipper during a battle driving training course, Rico managed to impress him with his reckless driving capabilities. But after being told not to take the car at night, Rico did not comply with the order and took him out for a spin and unfortunately ruined it. He blatantly tried
to rebuild it, using one of Kowalski's latest creations, the Neurotronic laser targeting system. Rico felt guilty of what he did to the car, while the car soon began acting haunting as it tried to refresh the rico repeatedly. The penguins soon caught up and they tried to stop the car from hurt Rico. After the car knocked down Skipper unconscious, Rico finally got the courage to save the Skipper and destroy the car
by bomb. After the car was destroyed, the penguin saw kowalski's target system parked in it and accordingly Rico admitted that he did not comply with the orders when he took the car out at night. The penguins however let it off the hook since Rico had gone through enough penalties when the car was haunted. Note: This episode was first released on the DVD of the Madagascar Penguins: I was a Zombie
Penguin. 7426Friend-in-a-Box[23]Bill Motz &amp; Bob RothOctober 23, 2010 AS Julien rummages through the missing box and found the zoo, he tosses aside a small Game Boy-type video game device that Mort starts playing with, soon trusting the character of the game to be his friend. Meanwhile, Kowalski launched a device reading thoughts to other penguins, but it soon caught fire because of cheap
circuit boards. As a Continuing to focus on his new game, Julien became disappointed that Mort was no longer obsessed on his feet and gave him his kicking pleasure. After failing to get Mort interested in his feet again, Julien's team with Kowalski, who wanted to use the game circuit board for his invention, to separate Mort from the game. The plan works, but other penguins' frustrations in Kowalski's
selfish selfishness prompted him to want to restore the circuit board, although it is, too, soon damage. The Penguins and Julien then obtained a new device from the toy store, only to find that Maurice had given Mort a cell phone to maximize it in the interim, which she now finds pleasure. 7527When Work[24]Eddie GuzelianNovember 6, 2010 (2010-11-06)3.8[25] Following the mission, Private accidentally
rammed its plane into the main water under the penguin habitat, causing water to erupt from it. Alice took notice and summoned a repair man, Gus, whose efforts to repair the leak threatened the confidentiality of the penguin HQ. Although the penguin managed to carry out repairs before Gus could the next day, Gus refused to take credit or payment for repairs he did not do and was determined to perform
the services he hired, despite repeated sabotage by penguins. After Skipper contemplated failure, the penguins finally succeeded when they made a fake zoo set-up in the park, which Gus repaired otherwise. Special guest star: Fred Tatasciore as Gus 7628Ais Hot[24]Ross BeeleyNovember 6, 2010 (2010-11-06)3.8[25] To dispose of it while being chased by police, two thieves tossed a diamond neckup
stolen into the zoo, which landed in a lemur habitat. Having just made a wish on the star, Julien believes the dick is her gift from above. After Julien showed her new gem to the penguin the next day, the penguin soon learned from TV news that the item was stolen. Meanwhile, thieves returned to the zoo to regain the coup but, despite warnings of such penguins, Julien refused to release a wreath. After
taking possession of him, the penguins led the thieves, who had been ejected from the zoo earlier, into a set-up at a jewellery store, where they were arrested by police. Special guest star: Frances Stewart as Cecil 7729Command Crisis[26]Todd GarfieldNovember 27, 2010 (2010-11-27)N/A Accident caused Skipper to believe he was a TV anchorman. Note: This episode was first released on DVD
Penguins of Madagascar: Operation: DVD Premiere. 7830 Ache Campaign[26]Bill Motz &amp; Bob RothNovember 27, 2010 (2010-11-27)N/A Penguin should do some damage control after Private reveals the most personal zoo animal secrets. Note: This episode was first released on DVD Penguins of Madagascar: Operation: DVD Premiere. 7931The All Nighter Before Christmas[28]Brandon
SawyerDecember 12, 2010 When the zoo is closed for the Christmas holidays, animals gather to start work at Kidsmas, their annual holiday celebrations are mainly mainly to delight younger animals. Each animal is given the task of preparing Kidsmas to perform, but Julien, craving the other, reorance the tasks of each animal. Said shuffling resulted in a lemur being tasked with getting a Christmas tree,
while Skipper needed to take on the role of Santa. Hoping to find the magic of Santa, Skipper and Private set out to find the jelly old man, only to face various bells of Santas rings and like that look the same. Meanwhile, as the lemur hunts down a tree before finally stealing one similar to the one at Rockefeller Center, chaos occurs at the zoo between different groups of animals whether decorations should
be rocked and roll-themed or Dickensian. With such a sense of dissent, Skipper believes he had failed when a young animal arrived for Kidsmas, but his spirits were lifted when the real Santa stopped convincing him. All then embraces the spirit, nyay It's not perfect, but it's Christmas. Special guest star: Carl Reiner as Santa Claus Notes: This is a 22-minute episode. It was promoted as Operation:
Decoration. [27] 8032Whispers and Coups[29]Bill Motz &amp; Bob RothJanuary 15, 2011 (2011-01-15)N/A Julien suspects a complication to overthink or kill him is being buried by Maurice after he too listened to Maurice chatting to other animals about an exhaustive plan. After Julien and Mort began a military-type resistance operation armed with coconut, the penguins were involved shortly after
witnessing Maurice distribute pitchforks and pain to other animals. After Kowalski theorized that Maurice might want to take over for having higher intelligence than Julien's, penguins put Julien and Mort through military exercises. When Julien, Mort, and the penguins ended up facing an angry mob, however, they learned the purpose of the rally was to throw a surprise party for Julien, all part of an evident
plan that Julien wanted after failing to be surprised at the previous party. 8133 Breaking With Danger! [29] John Behnke &amp; Rob HumphreyJanuary 15, 2011 (2011-01-15)N/A When Burt got a paintbrush Alice hold, he painted a picture of an elephant with him on a wall almost to delight zoo customers. Meanwhile, Kowalski debuts plans for a device that could save civilization, although it has a 50 percent
chance of severe world destruction. He eventually decided to destroy the plans at the same time art critics have come to see Burt's paintings, with plans accidentally blown up by helicopter propwash to one of Burt's facilities and was later chosen by critics to be exhibited at a museum. To ensure that Kowalski's plans were never seen by any evil museum patrons, the penguin went to the museum, where
Rico deleted the plus sign on the diagram, replacing it Lunacorn. Critics, however, then pushed the piece because of these changes. Guest star: Leigh-Allyn Baker as Bella Bond Bueno 8234Love Hurts[30]Brandon SawyerFebruary 12, 2011 (2011-02-12)N/A After Private scratched bruising when the mission went in a hurry, another penguin left it in the veterinary office. There, Private soon became smitten
with Shawna, a new intern who tended to be a Private injury. Once set, private ponders thought to be hurt again to see Shawna again, and deliberately do so when the initial mission was given another go. Private repeated this strategy until another became a string suspect of his bad luck, eventually confronting him while in Shawna's custody. Suspect the rest of the private boyfruit and have avian crazy
fever, Shawna cages and give them injections (which Skipper isn't too happy) and states that Private will never share habitat with them again. Not wanting to lose his friends, however, Private pretends to suffer from avian crazy fever so that Shawna treats her like other penguins (including painful injections). Special guest star: Joanna García as Shawna 8335Pegawai X Factor[30]Tom Krajewski &amp;
Eddie GuzelianFebruary 12, 2011 (2011-02-12)N/A Stuck without water in their habitat during a massive heatwave, The penguins decided to go to the East River To implement this, they arranged for Alice to continue cruising for the weekend, but their plans were soon eliminated when Alice's successor arrived: X. X officials, still bitter over past runs with penguins, warned them not to draw any errors on her
watch, and repeatedly caught the penguin each time they tried to leave the zoo. They eventually made a flying machine from a pretzel cart, but the X flowed deep in its umbrella. In subsequent confrontations, the penguins accidentally release pretzel salt into the clouds, creating rainstorms, thus ending the heat wave. X was eventually knocked from a contraception by a cash and ground register drawer on a
taxi carrying Alice back from her cruise. 8436Brain Drain[31]Bill Motz &amp; Bob RothFebruary 26, 2011 (2011-02-26)N/A Kowalski complained about how his brain was not smart enough, and began to genetically develop his intellect, causing his head to grow larger. But after making miscalculation, his head began to shrink until he became stupid out of the mud. His lack of common sense proved
annoying when he rotted the mission to pick up fish from a fish truck. Penguins managed to keep Kowalski busy by following the red line in the circle while they increased the supply of fish in the zoo's new automatic feeder (as they only got one fish per serving). But Kowalski interrupted the machine, increasing the supply of fish more, causing him to drown in a pile of fish. But because fish is a brain food,
when Kowalski begins to eat it, he begins to cure his normal brain capacity. 8537 Senior Handy Man[31]Eddie GuzelianFebruary 26, 2011 (2011-02-26)N/A new lemur, Clemson, arrives at the zoo for Julien in having a new subject and Maurice's joy in having others around to fulfill every joy julien for change. Mort, however, however, suspects the new arrival becomes nasty. Sucking into Julien, Clemson
soon replaced Maurice as the king's right-hand man, who Maurice had no doubt until he and witness Mort Clemson spoke to himself at night about becoming the new monarch. The next day, Clemson tried to send Julien in the crate provided to the dreaded Hoboken Zoo, but her plans were eliminated with the help of penguins and Clemson was finally sent to Hoboken instead. Special guest star: Larry
Miller as Clemson 8638Bahaya Wearing Cape[32][33]Brandon SawyerMarch 19, 2011 (2011-03-19)N/A After several comic books were found inside the backpack, Skipper warned other penguins about the dangers of comic enthusiasts' lifestyle and non-clandestine superheroes contained in them performing and proceeds to dispose of the comics at night, however, Others secretly looked at the comics
and then decided to act as a superhero team (Private as Steel Penguin, Kowalski as The Throbbing Cerebellum, and Rico as Barf Bag), foiling small difficulties across the zoo. When the zoo clock was accidentally destroyed in the process, Skipper, currently unaware that his teammates were to blame, organizing the investigation. While investigating, the group learned others who had committed theft
around the zoo, which later turned out to be Julien, taking on the role of the villain (Masked Coup, her mask on her coup) after finding the dispossessed comic book itself. Skipper comically fights him as superheroes Slappy Hurt-Punch and Julien retire as villains. Guest star: Atticus Shaffer as The Vesuvius Twins 8739Operation: Break-speare[33]Jess WinfieldMarch 19, 2011 (2011-03-19)N/A Nights-long
partying by lemur prevents penguins from getting a proper night's sleep and has caused Skipper to be more paranoid Meanwhile, unknown to others, Private repeatedly attended william Shakespeare's game of masterpiece in the park and then quotes from them at random moments, including during the Disruption of the Peace Treaty talks, where penguins and lemurs tried to work their differences.
Suffering from sleep deprivation, Skipper soon saw the use of Private archaeological language as an enemy code, ordered his detention, and proceeded to investigate enemy settlements in the park with another. Finally, Skipper's lack of sleep ended when he slept through other plays, including lemurs, watching. 8840Rat Fink[34]Brandon SawyerMarch 19, 2011 (2011-03-19)N/A After bypassing rat
conversations, penguins disguised Mort as a sewer rat to disguise and investigate. There, he found rats simply picking carpets for their sewers. But Mort accidentally blew his cover and caught it. Skipper and Julien then went down to find but finally got caught as well. They later learned that Mort was being banned as the new king of rats, 'Great One', because of the red on its tail. Mort then planned to lead
the invasion at the zoo. After fleeing their cells, Skipper and Julien retreated to the surface where they found rats hugging and kissing zoo animals. Mort later revealed that his birthmark was really just a strawberry jelly he kept as a snack. Zoo animals then turn on the rats, causing them to retreat into the sewer. The skipper later congratulated Mort by making him an honorary penguin (like Julien in Dr.
Blowhole's Grudge). Guest star: Diedrich Bader as King's Rat 8941Kanga Management[34]Kurt WeldonMarch 19, 2011 (2011-03-19)N/A When the penguin accidentally destroyed Leonard's habitat during a hot potato game, Alice decided to put Leonard At first Joey happy with having a roommate, but soon began to get angry with Leonard's nocturnal antics (sleeping all day and keeping him awake
throughout the night). Joey then became angry when Leonard accidentally burned his bounce ball. The Penguins then saved Leonard, who deflectioned the wild chase into the sewer. Leonard then started insulting Joey, who fished him over. After taking the penguin and eventually Leonard's corner, he confessed that if the penguins didn't destroy his habitat they wouldn't be in this mess. Joey somehow
understands that, and both become friends because they both have particular resentment towards penguins. Guest star: Dana Snyder as Leonard and Fred Tatasciore as Gus 9042 Royal Julien for The Day[35]Derek Iversen &amp; Eddie GuzelianMarch 26, 2011 (2011-03-26)N/A When skipper and Julien bicker about uncomfortable each other in zoovenir shop meetings, Mason introduced a motion that
both changes places for a day to get a better understanding. The skipper then became temporary king of lemur while Julien ruled out penguins, with each expecting another failing in their new role. Then, after Marlene wanted cotton candles from the vendors she had ever seen, both Skipper and Julien led their respective new teams to get some, only for the two to be forced to collaborate when cotton candy
trolleys rolled out of control. Although they both praised each other's actions immediately afterwards, the two returned bickering at the upcoming meeting. 9143Maurice at Peace[32][36]Thomas HartMarch 26, 2011 (2011-03-26)N/A When chimps received a fax message saying that Maurice suffered from an illness called 'Ophuolosaiga', and only had 24 hours left to live, the zoo animal agreed to make the
last day Maurice he had ever had. Maurice was treated like a king but couldn't understand why, while penguins sought a cure for the disease. Maurice later getting eaten is treated well. Meanwhile, penguins found an orchid that could be a cure, but every attempt to get into a flower shop failed. The penguin then demolishes the flower shop and gets an orchid. Back at the zoo, the penguin found Maurice
sleeping, but assumed she was dead. However, in the end it reveals that the Just fax trivial to other Maurice, zookeeper, and 'Ophuolosaiga' are really holiday destinations. Julien, angry from fulfilling every Maurice need, proceeded to chase her away, throwing walnuts at her. 9244Comel-astrophe[37]Brandon SawyerApril 2, 2011 (2011-04-02)3.8[38] After zoo visitors were not impressed by the cute display
of penguins to toss their fish, Kowalski used machines to measure the adorable levels of Rico and Private. When deliberately posing in certain fashions, Private signed up at 132 percent, a level capable of knocking others down. The team then began using cute-knockout Private skills to their advantage, but Private subsequently refused to use it after numerous bad and profane use ordered by Skipper.
When the penguins were caught outside their habitat and cagey, still Private resisted using his adorable as a weapon to help them escape, although the team was scheduled to be sent to Copenhagen, Denmark, where the Skipper feared back. When Private tried to escape, others chased after him, with all four transferring their cages about like a hamster ball, which zoo's visitors found cute. In response to
the visitors' protests, Alice let the penguins stay in New York. In the end, Skipper and others studied their lessons and agreed to honor private will and stop using hyper-cute. 9345 Operations: Neighbours Exchange[32][39]Bill Motz &amp; Bob RothJune 13, 2011 (2011-06-13)N/A Angry with loud music lemurs, penguins arrange to move them to the adjacent pet zoo and move Roger to the lemur habit.
While Julien and Maurice soon led to a new habitat well, Mort, angered that Julien allowed the furry bunnies trio to touch her legs, disliking resettlement. Meanwhile, Roger began to get in the way of penguins, and the team began to regret their resettlement operations. Finally, the lemurs were returned to their original habitat after Julien climbed about the Vesuvius twins, believing them to bring him snacks.
Special guest star: Kristen Schaal as The Bunnies, Will Friedle as Randy and Atticus Shaffer as Vesuvius Twins 9446Semua Tied to Boa[32][40]Brandon SawyerJune 14, 2011 (2011-06-14)N/A After learning to escape Savio from Hoboken on TV news reports, the penguin organized an effort to protect the zoo from a grudge bomb after he took Burt. The skipper was surprised when Julien began talking
tough about fighting Savio, and teamed up with him when the group prepared the zoo for combat. Once Savio arrived, however, he surpassed the animal's defense and it was revealed that Julien had misled Savio with Fred. Savio soon cages the group, fewer Julien who runs away, and plans to eat it one by one so others need to their friends are consumed. Savio was defeated, however, when Julien
accidentally shed some butter seasoning, allowing her to slip out of the Savio clause, making the snake too slippery to move as she wanted, and allowed another through the cage bar. Savio was sent back to Hoboken Zoo and Burt read himself for Savio, although he was too late. Special guest star: Nestor Carbonell as Savio 9547Rock-a-Bye Birdie[32][41][41]Gabriel GarzaJune 15, 2011 (2011-06-15)N/A
When Kowalski's rays were designed to refresh the damaged food accidentally hit Skipper before falling into a storm drain, the leader turned into a baby penguin, despite retaining many adult Skipper personalities. While other penguins tried to get rays, the down-haired Skipper was a baby-sitting by Julien, under the story that she was Petey, a penguin cousin, much to skipper's disapest. After another
penguin found that the rays were in possession of sewer rats, they were caught by them. Penciling his team to be in danger, baby Skipper slipped past Julien sleeping and entering the sewer, eventually beating King Rats through rapidly thoughtful leadership - and flat relief. With the rays back in Kowalski's possession, he returned to Skipper to his normal self in HQ. 9648Herring Impaired[32][42]Brandon
SawyerJune 16, 2011 (2011-06-16)N/A While building a ship in a bottle, penguins learned from Phil and Mason that their model was a Norwegian fishing vessel that sank 100 years ago in New York Bay with a brink The team then set out to find a real submarine through a submarine and managed to produce a century-old fish crate, which Skipper, Kowalski, and Private quickly ate content as Rico struggled
and failed to eat some of himself. Unfortunately for the three fish-eaters, the herring prompts a psychotic state of craving 24-hour fish, which threatens to be permanent if any further fish are consumed before the condition wears on. Rico then sought to prevent his teammates from eating fish again. After preventing them from robbing a delivery truck, Rico got a penguin to eat a sign of a fish-shaped
restaurant, which took them all night to choke. Rico was then rewarded with smoked Alas salmon by his team back home. 9749Lawatan of Uncle Nigel[43]Bill Motz &amp; Bob RothJune 17, 2011 (2011-06-17)N/A When private uncle Nigel visited the penguins, he quickly became a bore to all but his nephew. However, when they were alone, Nigel clashed in Private that he was actually a spy targeting the
Red Squirup. The two soon headed to Central Park to hunt down villains, though Private didn't believe he existed. However, red soon appeared; Nigel fights him and Privately unleaks a missile destroying his life before Red escapes. Then, at HQ, other penguins didn't believe it when Private told of taking the Reds, and Nigel denied any confrontation took place. However, no later, all other penguins but
Private were taken captive by the Reds. It was then up to Private to save them, which he reached after blinding red leaning with light from Toy Lunacorn before the Reds slipped again. Special guest star: Peter Capaldi as Uncle Nigel Nigel Hoboken Surprise[44][45]Hoboken Surprise[32]Brandon SawyerAugust 20, 2011 (2011-08-20)3.8[46] Penguins set off on a sailing trip to the Massachusetts beach, but
bad weather suddenly connected them to the streets. There, the team was quickly noticed by humans, boxes, and taken to the feared Hoboken Zoo. But the vision that greets them there is no wasteland they expect; on the other hand, the zoo is genuine. Soon, the team was greeted by friends and enemies Lulu, Hans, Savio, Clemson, and cheerful Rhonda welcomed the penguins to Hoboken and told them
about France, a new zookeeper who had made their lives fun, including by letting them use massage chairs. When France met the penguins, he was equally cheerful, although Skipper maintained that he was the dark mastermind, although his teammates began to take a desire for Hoboken. The truth was eventually revealed, however, when France put Skipper down a prostitute into the ground, where he
met his teammates and real Hoboken Zoo animals. Kowalski later explained that France had used massage chairs to copy each animal into android to have a clean and dirty animal-free zoo. Soon after, real animals and androids confronted each other as a press conference in honor of the French work held by the parks commissioner. Shortly after the resulting damaging android land of Skipper in his
hands, he shot French, and the animal-android battle continued as the episode ended. Special guest star: Megan Hilty as French Alberta, Jane Leeves as Lulu, Kathy Kinney as Rhonda, Larry Miller as Clemson and Nestor Carbonell as Savio Note: This is a half-hour episode. Nickelodeon promotes it as Operation: Holiday in the ad. This won an Emmy Award for Outstanding Original Song - Kids and
Animation for the song In Happy Little Land of Hoboken Surprise. 9951 Return of Revenge Dr. Blowhole[47]Bob Schooley &amp; Mark McCorkleSeptember 9, 2011 (2011-09-09)N/A Only in secret missions in Shanghai, Skipper walked into a trap set by Hans and Dr. Blowhole that resulted in memories of Skipper being taken from him by a blowhole mind jacker device The blowhole plans to use relegated
information to assist in attacking HQ penguins. Later, the Skipper washed up on an island, confused about where he was and how he got there. To help in helping him regain his memory, Skipper's mind hallucinates a passionate guide for him to follow in alex's form, a lion who was once a neighbor of Central Park Zoo. With Alex accompanying him, Skipper set to return to New York. Meanwhile, Blowhole
has launched diaboligizer inventions Red One galah shrimp minions, a device that turns those beset by its rays into evil creatures of destruction. Blowhole designed to use diaboligizers in Kowalski, Rico, and Private, and headed to Manhattan to run his designs. He entered the Penguins at the same time Julien and Mort Mort for the Kowalski pilfer of experimental power cells, which Julien would like to use
to replace the dead battery in his MP3 player. With power cells in it, Diaboligizer's rays hit it instead of penguins, causing the device to rise in size, floating in the air, and creating an energy bubble that causes the entire zoo to speak only through the song. Blowhole managed to exploit this development with a mosquito to punish mutant MP3 players to control him and then left the zoo with him to unleash his
wrath against the city. The skipper then returned and the penguins and lemurs then set out to stop the Blowhole, which was achieved when Skipper's caring served as a distraction so that power cells could be removed from MP3 players. The skipper then activated the Blowhole mind jacker over him and Blowhole returned to Coney Island to perform as Flippy. Back at the zoo, Skipper thanked Alex for being
a helpful passionate guide and helping him to return to the zoo. After this, Skipper and Alex gave some high five to each other before Alex was unhappy as the camera faded black. Special guest star: Neil Patrick Harris as Dr. Blowhole and Wally Wingert as Alex the lion. Note: This episode is the first one-hour TV episode of the series. This won the Emmy Award for Outstanding Animation Program.
10052Haiwan Petiwan Peeved[citation needed]Pet's Peeved[32][48]Brandon SawyerSeptember 24, 2011 (2011-09-24)N/A After their families sponsored many zoo habitats, twin vesuvius put pressure on Alice to allow them to take Skipper Home and Julien with them to play. Their version of the game involves putting both through uncomfortable scenarios for their entertainment, including trying to make
them fight during each other, which Skipper refuses to engage with but Julien goes along with because of fascination with the glossy object twins rewarding her. When Maurice, Mort, and other penguins tried to save Skipper and Julien, all subjected to a twin pain circus until they managed to break free after Maurice convinced Julien that she was just a twin pet, a discarded object Julien gave Skipper the
tool she needed to escape, culminating in her flavor. 10153 Bytes Size[48]Byte - Size[32]Evelyn GabaiSeptember 24, 2011 (2011-09-24)N/A Kowalski launched its latest invention: nanites, small robots capable of handling any mechanical objects, thus freeing the time penguins spent on work. The skipper initially feared nanites would be another Kowalski disaster invention, but changed his mind after
Kowalski pointed out that the nanny was programmed not to allow any harm to come to the penguins. too bad had an unthimping effect from the caregiver being overprotective, first by preventing Barry's army of poison-dart frog rescuers when his tongue was trapped in a cotton candy machine- although they were able to overcome the nanny and save Barry anyway- then by containing them in their HQ.
Carers fought back against penguin attempts to cover it up by installing large robotic shapes from various pieces of technology around the zoo, but it was unstoppable until Kowalski was injured after his attempt to hit the robot with the EMP caused it to fall on it, with the nanny then self-terminated because they had broken their penguins a special guest star: Kevin McDonald as Barry 10254Operasi: Good
Deed[49]Bill Motz & Bob RothOctober 8, 2011 (2011-10-08)3.5[50] After a penguin saw a boy returning a dollar dropped to a man and calling him a good for the day, Skipper decided that the team would seek to improve the frequency of their own good bond. After two attempts to help zoo visitors, the penguins applied for Marlene's help and eventually fulfilled their good with her by cleaning the leaves they
had accidentally caused a fall from the Marlene tree. However, their virtues were offset when Rico escaped leaves in the bucket and the object accidentally struck Mason, injuring his back. To ease the new situation, penguins must first meet Julien's request to arrange Maurice to massage Mason, by implementing julien's desire to create a need to meet many other favours for Pinky, Burt, Roy, Bada and
Bing, and then need to quickly deliver pizza 10355Apabila Chips Down[49]Bill Motz &amp; Bob RothOctober 8, 2011 (2011-10-08)3.5[50] Private and Mort trapped in a vending machine after Private tried to help get light food After determining the two disappeared, other penguins and Maurice began searching for them; Meanwhile, Julien watched an advert on TV where a wacky professor pedaled a luxury
penguin and toy mouse lemur, and wrongly believed the man had Personal and Mort in his possession. Their five then pursued this professor and then realized their mistake. Throughout this, Private tried several methods of escaping the vending machines, only for Mort to sulk every attempt; The private frustration comes to a heated crescendo after Mort ate all the food. However, when the singing inventory
was noticed by Alice, Private and Mort escaped as she re-pressed the machine. 10456Time Out[51]John BehnkeOctober 10, 2011 (2011-10-10)N/A Kowalski created a stop-time stop hours, which freezes all but those who touch the device. When Julien sees Kowalski holding a stop hour, she wants to use it to how long her chewing gum lasts. After Julien got his possession and accidentally stopped and
then restarted the time, Kowalski tried to get the stop clock back, but the watch eventually winds over the break-up, remaining trapping in no time. Although initially disappointed by what Julien said, Kowalski soon used indefinitely to participate in buddy activity with Julien and created 7,009 inventions. But when mentioning that he had put a piece of gum inside the stopfinch to dispose of it earlier when his
taste exhausted, Kowalski removed him from the device and the unit became operational, easily cancelling the freezing of time. 10557Trate Us at Grrrfurjiclestan[51]Brandon SawyerOctober 10, 2011 (2011-10-10)N/A Penguin received a video message from Buck Rockgut informing them that the Red Squirfa was somehow the brain washed away from them being a sleeping agent, but he did not know. As
various incidents soon hit the penguins, they began to suspect each other as the aforementioned sabotage. To end the frenzy, Kowalski detected a Rockgut video signal hoping to rebuild communications, finding that it came from a Brooklyn baseball stadium. When the team travelled there, they found Rockgut, who had forged the whole thing in retaliation against the penguins who had sent him on a wild
goof chase looking Red on the ground that did not exist Grrfurjiclestan. However, the Red Squirb later appeared and it was revealed that Rockgut himself was a Red sleep. The rockgut was then ordered to take the penguins with a T-shirt cannon, but the penguins managed to confuse it, by wearing eyelashes, into thinking they were also Red Squirrels. The real red was then caught. 10658 Instinctive[51]Bill
Motz &amp; Bob RothOctober 10, 2011 (2011-10-10)N/A Against Alice's ban, a woman named Gladys sneaked a variety of snacks to zoo animals, as she did before. Animals all appreciate it, except for the lemurs, which Gladys believes are cats and are given cat food. When Gladys slipped in a mango hole in front of a lemur habitat and hurt his arm, Julien was mistaken for another animal for throwing a
hole into her path. They then sought to punish him by allowing Kowalski to use a Rump-Whomper device to hit him. All the time, skipper-literally guts, through the collapse-ons tell him that Julien is innocent, and he seeks to clear the lemurs of any wrongdoing. In the end, Skipper took the penalty for Julien after determined via video that he had accidentally pushed the chain of events leading to a hole landing
on the Gladys route. 10759Saya Knows Why Bird Caged Goes Insane[51]Brandon SawyerOctober 10, 2011 (2011-10-10)N/A Kowalski is ecstatic to know that the Invexpo science convention has come to Central Park, only to be unable to attend after accidentally pulling the billboard down on itself, which broke its legs and confined it to the nursery for a 30-day recovery. To live the soul of Kowalski, Private



suggested that he, Skipper, and Rico attended Invexpo instead; Skipper refuses to agree, search surprisingly fun. Meanwhile, Kowalski's sanity quickly deteriorated from the nudity of confinement and the ability to attend Invexpo itself. But then, when he saw the space jutong landing and the rest of the team didn't realize, he got Marlene's attention to help. After it took Kowalski's Kowalski's invention
because of the hand-fingering capabilities of space squids deficiently, the creature returned to the sky after Marlene used the invention to poke at the intruders. Afterwards, Kowalski was no longer disappointed about not attending Invexpo, as he had witnessed the greatest invention this world has to offer—himself. 10860The Big S.T.A.N.K. [52] [untrustworthy source?] The Big Stank[32]Eddie
GuzelianNovember 26, 2011 (2011-11-26)N/A After getting a splinter behind him from sitting on his throne, Julien wants to replace him with a new one. Meanwhile, in HQ penguins, Rico accidentally brought a long hidden project, the S.T.A.N.K., to be seen. The S.T.A.N.K., a foul-smelling bomb-armed toilet once intended to trap Dr. Blowhole, left after the penguin found the dolphin did not use the toilet. Until
now permanently getting rid of it, the penguin decided to transport it to a highway break stop. But Julien, wanting her to throne her new throne, catch up with Maurice and Mort and then get herself trapped into the S.T.A.N.K. when sitting on it. With the S.T.A.N.'s core approaching meltdown, Kowalski and Maurice returned to the zoo to try to figure out how to safely free Julien safely without a bomb
exploding. It is ultimately determined that sodium chloride will come out the keys on the restrictions, and that tears will be an effective solution. After Julien was unable to cry on instructions, Skipper figured out the whole time he had been in vain with Julien and spilled a single tear, opening the restrictions shortly before the S.T.A.N.K. exploded. 10961Arch-Enemy[required quote]Gateway Enemy[32][52]Bill
Motz &amp; Bob RothNovember 26, 2011 (2011-11-26)N/A Following the fourth failure of Nextoskeleton Kowalski's invention in a few months, Private detected something more horrific than a Kowalski crash: an unwavering doodle on a nearby wall. Private then asked for his complicating snails why he had done so, and learned that the snail, Dale, hated him for giving up on him the previous spring in the
park. Private had no reception about the incident, but wanted to make things right; His efforts resulted in Dale crushing Dale accidentally twice more, causing other animals to believe that Private was a monster. King Julian tried to help Private, but ultimately made things worse for him. Later, Dale gained access to Nextoskeleton Kowalski and wanted exactly the right of poetic justice: to step into Private the
same way he was stepped with the suit, leading to a battle between the penguin and Dale. But when Private pointed out that the suit belonged to Kowalski and that it was him who stepped on him, not Private, Dale realized his mistake and apologised to Private for the misunderstanding, agreed to tell the rest Private is not a giant, but after he took a grudge against Kowalski. Typical guest star: Lewis Black
as Dale 11062Operation: Antarctica[53]Brandon SawyerJanuary 16, 2012 (2012-01-16)N/A Hunter, a young leopard seal puppy, was accidentally brought to New York in a fishing net cecil hunters and Bricks. Despite fearing him initially, after he saved Hunter from a fish processing hopper, Private asked another penguin to help return him to Antarctica. While Hunter presented himself as a fishetarian, others
feared the predate's instinct and decided to help him just as far as launching it from HQ into the East River with instructions going south. Not wanting Hunter to be forced to go to Antarctica alone, a private launch with him, causing others to be followed by submarines. In Antarctica, a group of leopard seals led by Hunter's father would like to eat Personal, but he was quickly declared out of the limit after
Hunter told Personal save him. Three more penguins, however, are scheduled to be dishes. Hunter and Private tried to explain that seals and penguins did not need to be predators and victims, but the message disappeared when Hunter showed the move a friend he and Private were done together involved shaking Personal in his mouth, which was blamed as a hunting technique. After feeling sad that he
was not understood, Hunter, along with Private and Julien, who had become a submarine stowaway, saved another penguin, despite a hungry seal chase. But when Private saved Hunter's father from falling off the badge in the process, he accepted that natural instincts were not everything. Note: The episode was a special guest star of half an hour: Ciara Bravo as Hunter and Ed O'Neill as her father's
11163The Big Move[53]Thomas HartJanuary 16, 2012 (2012-01-16)N/A After a lemur enjoyed a night out in the park which also gave penguins a better night's sleep, Skipper decided to help the lemurs continue to slip into the park through a secret tunnel, although other penguins expressed concern. Julien was instructed to stay calm about the arrangement, but soon spread the word anyway, causing
many zoo animals to venture into the park at night. The skipper believes everything will be OK when the penguin discovers this, only for Burt to complicate things up when he jackknifes himself inside the tunnel once the morning comes, creating a traffic jam of sorts for AWOL animals. While Kowalski tried in vain to free Burt, other penguins tried to tow Alice and the Commissioner visited McSlade from
discovering absenteeism. Finally, Julien accidentally freed Burt when he opened the water main, believing it was a smoothie pipeline, which deployed animals back to their respective habitats. 11264Spesies Endangered[53]Gabriel GarzaJanuary 16, 2012 (2012-01-16)N/A Penguin wants to bring the penguin Waitaha extinct back to life, but eventually clones the dodo instead due to the wrong woolly Skipper
from the time the museum retreats. Cloned bird, Dode, after introducing himself daredevil, successfully then blowing himself up with Rico's fireworks just as the penguins began discussing how to help him. Dode then cloned back and forth, only to successfully get Killed through various reckless actions each time, which Kowalski described the DNA dodo has grown to lack the genes of fear through centuries
of not having natural predators. The Penguins then insisted that next Dode they were wearing safety gear, and chased after him when he refused. In this process, The Kowalski cloning machine accidentally tied up, cloneing the number of unsold dodos before exploding and losing the boson Higgs particles that give life, making future cloning impossible. This final Dodes then recklessly killed themselves,
except one that the penguin managed to save bravely he held a staring contest with a taxi dodo at the museum, which he began to do to remain. Special guest star: Brian Stepanek as Dode 11365Loathe at First Sight[54]Justin CharleboisFebruary 11, 2012 (2012-02-11)N/A In an attempt to make Doris doris dolphin want to be more than just befriend him, Kowalski created Love-u-Laser, a device designed
to make the subject of a laser blast of love with the target he had chosen. But after proving his ability on several zoo subjects, Kowalski was ordered by Skipper to reverse the action. But in the process of doing so, jam Love-u-Laser and then an unexpected fire in private, which within seconds rattled the tackle and shouted at Kowalski. Kowalski believes that private countries are reversible, but after
acquiring the necessary compounds for Love-u-Laser, it again broke down, casting hate beams across the zoo and resulting in Kowalski being violently passed by others. As they surrounded him wanting to do it harm, the effects of Love-u-Laser finally overturned when it fell into the fountain and caused a reverse beam to be thrown across the zoo. In the end, the frustrated Kowalski destroyed Love-u-Laser,
but Private made aware of it by the fact that perhaps he and Doris would gather one day. 11466Mas With Jiggles[32][54]John Behnke &amp; Rob HumphreyFebruary 11, 2012 (2012-02-11)N/A Kowalski is married for intentionally failing to destroy his gelatinous Jiggles. Through flashbacks began when Skipper discovered that Kowalski still owns Jiggles, it is shown that Kowalski believes Jiggles can now be
kept safe because he has changed it to take whipped cream instead of fruit. The skipper, however, still believes that Jiggles is dangerous, trying to smash it with a baseball bat, only for Jiggles to unexpectedly subdivide from its effect. Conditions were exacerbated when Skipper continued to hit the resulting Jiggli, producing more with each shot, and when the cubes escaped from HQ, they breed more as
zoo animals affected them without realizing the consequences. Plans by Rico for Jiggli with whipped cream lashes and then blowing them instead resulted in Jiggli rain from the sky. At the end of the court self-deprecation, Rico tried to pour some whipped cream into the pie, only to pull Jiggli into where they were eventually reinforced by the idea of Kowalski to lower HQ temperatures to freeze them. The
frozen cubes then fit into a rocket landing on Mars, where the revived Jiggli then attacked a bunch of space octopuses. 11567Alienated[55]Bill Motz &amp; Bob RothMarch 31, 2012 (2012-03-31)N/A Lemmy robot who emulates life back to the zoo from Mars with unassailable visitors: broken space from his chest After the octopus disabled Mort with flawed material, penguins, lemurs, and Lemmy's head
began to hunt for it to protect the zoo and eventually the planet Now larger in size, the space squid soon makes each penguin and lemur not move. The US was eventually defeated by Lemmy, once his body was reconfigured through the automatic process, using a combination of dance and combat movements under the verbal direction of Julien and Skipper. 11668 Foram The DangerousEst
Game[56]Brandon SawyerMarch 31, 2012 (2012-03-31)N/A Marlene plans a zoowide game night, hoping it will bring the animals closer together. The skipper, however, questioned if Marlene could handle the night of the game and warned that her idea could turn it on. As other animals participate in game nights, Skipper observes to ensure that everything remains in order, and stays behind when Maurice,
Mort, and Kowalski leave the zoo to get more of a mix of parties from a local snack shop after Julien eats it all. Even if they disappeared, the fear of skippers previously began to materialize as animals began not to mingle with each other because of the game. Meanwhile, silent alarms were rejected at snack shops, calling police and trapping Maurice, Mort, and Kowalski inside. When zoo animals learn
three trapped on TV, Skipper applied for Marlene's help to rescue them by organizing animals to improve various games on the street to pick up and distract the police. The plan was successful, like Marlene's original goal of bringing the zoo together. DVD releases Penguins of Madagascar home video releases Active Year Episode Season Release Regional Date 1 2 68 2010-12 Operation: DVD Premiere:
February 9, 2010Episode(s): Crisis Instruction • AcheSelamat Authorization Julien King's Day!: August 10, 2010Episode(s): The HelmetBar 2010Episode(s): Red Squirwag • In The Doody Line • The Big SqueezeI Was a Zombie Penguin: October 5, 2010Episode(s): It's About Time • Driven to BrinkAll-Nighter Before Xmas: October 11, 2011Episode(s): Treasure Lost Gold Squirhead • Wish Thinking • The All
Nighter Before Christmas • The Hoboken Surprise • Operation: Good DeedOperation: Blowhole: January 10, 10,2012Episode(s): Return on Revenge Dr. BlowholeOperasi: Get It • Operation: Neighboring Exchange Operation: Antarctica: October 30, 2012Episode(s): Concrete Concrete Forest • Work Order • Operations: AntarcticA Operations: Special Delivery: November 4, 2014Episode(s): Mr. Tux • Hello,
Dollface • Hot Ice • The All Nighter Before Christmas • Visit from Nigel Uncle • The Big Move ^ b The Red Squirrel; It's About Time. Penguin Madagascar: Episode Info. MSN TV. Archived from the original on 4 July 2010. Receptioned 3 March 2010. ^ b Cable Rating: Hannah Montana, Sonny With Opportunities and Pawnbroking Top Weekly Cable View - Rating | TVbytheNumbers.
Tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com. Archived from the original on 23 October 2012. Recedaled 15 July 2012. ^ b Episode Details: Gator Watch; In the Doody Line. Penguin Episode Madagascar on Nickelodeon. TV guide. Receded 1 May 2010. ^ b Top Cable 25: NBA Playoffs, WWE RAW, NCIS and Law &amp; Order: SVU Top Weekly Cable Viewing - Ratings | TVbytheNumbers. Tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com.
Archived from the original on 11 September 2011. Recedaled 15 July 2012. ^ b Episode Details: Can't Touch This; Hard-boiled eggs. Penguin Episode Madagascar on Nickelodeon. TV guide. Receded 9 June 2010. ^ b Nickelodeon Closes The Week as Top Total Day Network Basic Cable With Kids And Total Viewers - Rating | TVbytheNumbers. Tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com. June 22, 2010. Archived from
the original on 3 May 2013. Recedaled 15 July 2012. ^ Lost Treasure Gold Squiror. Penguin Madagascar: Episode Info. MSN TV. Archived from the original on 28 March 2010. Recedaled 8 July 2010. ^ Fit to Print (clip). Nickelodeon. Receded 20 July 2010. ^ Episode Details: Hello Dollface; Operation Coyotes. TV guide. Receded 20 July 2010. ^ b Episode Details: Mr. Tux; Concrete Forest Survival. TV
guide. Receded 20 July 2010. ^ b Penguin Madagascar: Episode Information: Stop My Bugging; Field Cut. Tv. MSN.com. Archived from the original on 29 January 2013. Receptioned 27 August 2010. ^ Cut Field. Penguin Madagascar. Season 2. Episode 13. September 4, 2010. 3:06 mins in. Nickelodeon. Maurice, in our penguin team, you'll be a 'maniac one.' Mort would be a 'bossy one.' ... I'm your king,
who will naturally be 'cute one.' ... Now where are we going to find a 'brain one'? ^ Penguin Madagascar: Episode Info: Badger Pride. Tv. MSN.com. Archived from the original on 16 July 2012. Receptioned 27 August 2010. ^ b Kaboom and Kabust; The Helmet. Penguin Madagascar: Episode Info. TV Guide. Receded 5 September 2010. ^ b Top Cable 25: Rock Camp 2, The Closer, Jersey Shore &amp;
Rizzoli &amp; Isles Top Week's Cable Viewing - Ratings | TVbytheNumbers. Tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com. Archived from the original on 20 June 2011. Recedaled 15 July 2012. ^ b Detailed Episodes: Nights and Dazed; The Big Squeeze. Penguin Episode Madagascar on Nickelodeon. TV guide. Receptioned September 13, 2010. ^ b Top Cable 25: Monday night Football, Fred Figglehorn, The Closer,
Rizzoli &amp; &amp; &amp; Cable WatchEs Week Over Hal Ehwal -Rafan | TVbytheNumbers. Tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com. Diarkibkan from the original on November 4, 2013. Achieved on July 15, 2012. ↑ b Penguin Madagascar: Episode Information: Hajat Thought; April Fools. Tv. MSN.com. Diarkibkan from the original on October 12, 2010. Reached on October 3, 2010. ↑ b Cable Top 25: 'Monday Night
Football,' 'Jersi Shore,' Reverend Waverly Place,' 'Phineas and Ferb' Top Week's Cable Viewing - Ratings | TVbytheNumbers. Tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com. Diarkibkan from the original on November 4, 2013. Achieved on July 15, 2012. ↑ b Episode Granules: Hello Dollface; Huffin and Puffin. TV guide. Reached on October 10, 2010. ↑ b Cable Top 25: 'Monday Night Football,' New York Yankees, 'Jersey
Shore,' LSU-Florida &amp; More Baseball Top Week's Cable Viewing - Ratings | TVbytheNumbers. Tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com. Diarkibkan from the original on November 4, 2013. Achieved on July 15, 2012. ↑ b Creation intervention; Cradle and All. Penguins of Madagascar: Episode Info. MSN TV. Diarkibkan from the original on October 12, 2012. Reached on October 10, 2010. ↑ b Episod Granules:
Driven to the Brink; Friend in the Box. TV guide. Reached on October 10, 2010. ↑ b Work Orders; Hot ais. Penguins of Madagascar: Episode Info. MSN TV. Diarkibkan from the original on November 16, 2010. Reached on October 29, 2010. ↑ b Cable Top 25: 'Monday Night Football,' Haba/Celtics &amp; 'The Walking Dead' Top Week's Cable Viewing - Ratings | TVbytheNumbers.
Tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com. Diarkibkan from the original on November 14, 2010. Achieved on July 15, 2012. ↑ b Crisis Of Command; The truth hurts. Penguins of Madagascar: Episode Info. MSN TV. Diarkibkan from the original on November 2, 2010. Reached on November 26, 2010. ↑ TheUkeUkeable (November 27, 2010). I'm not going to say that. Operation Official Promotional Decoration - New
Penguin Special Holiday. Youtube. Reached on August 2, 2012. ↑ All Nighter before Christmas. Penguins of Madagascar: Episode Info. MSN TV. Diarkibkan from the original on October 1, 2011. Reached on December 15, 2010. ↑ b Episode Granules: Whispering and The Spoils of Power; Berus With Danger - Penguins of Madagascar. Penguin Episod Madagascar on Nickelodeon. TV guide. Reached on
January 9, 2011. ↑ b Love Hurts; Employee Factor X. Penguin Madagascar: Episode Info. MSN TV. Diarkibkan from the original on January 29, 2013. Reached on February 5, 2011. ↑ b Brain Trench; Man's Right Hand. Penguin Guide Madagascar Episode 2011 Season 2. TV guide. Reached on February 24, 2011. ↑ a b e e i i j k l Schedule. YTV.com. Diarkibkan from the original on December 28, 2014.
12:00 PM Visit From Father Brother Nigel/ Maurice in Peace1:45 PM Loathe At First Sight / Problems With Jiggles2:15 PM Hoboken Surprise2:45 PM Pet's Peeved/Byte - Sized3:15 PM Arch Enemy / The Big Skank^b Detailed Episode: Danger Wears Operation: Break-speare - Penguin Madagascar. Penguin Episod Madagascar on TV guide. Recedaled 15 March 2011. ^ b Episode Details: Kanga
Management; Rat Fink – Penguin Madagascar. Penguin Episode Madagascar on Nickelodeon. TV guide. Recedaled 15 March 2011. ^ Episode Details: Julien King for A Day; Visit From Uncle Nigel - Penguin Madagascar. Penguin Episode Madagascar on Nickelodeon. TV guide. Recedaled 21 March 2011. ^ What's on this day: Saturday, March 26. Nick Schedule. Nickelodeon. March 26, 2011. Recedaled
26 March 2011. ^ Cute-astrophe. Penguin Madagascar: Episode Info. MSN TV. Archived from the original on 15 July 2012. Receptioned 3 April 2011. ^ Top Cable 25: 'Jersey Shore,' 'Pawn Star,' 'America Selector' and 'WWE Raw' Top Weekly Cable Viewing - Ratings | TVbytheNumbers. Tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com. Archived from the original on 2 April 2011. Recedaled 15 July 2012. ^ Episode Details:
Operation: Neighbour Exchange. Penguin Episode Madagascar. TV guide. Receded 11 June 2011. ^ Detailed Episode: All Tied to Boa. Penguin Episode Madagascar. TV guide. Receded 11 June 2011. ^ Episode Details: Rock-a-Bye Birdie. Penguin Episode Madagascar. TV guide. Receded 11 June 2011. ^ Detailed Episode: Herring Affected. Penguin Episode Madagascar. TV guide. Receded 11 June
2011. ^ Visit from Uncle Nigel. Penguin Madagascar: Episode Info. MSN TV. Archived from the original on 20 July 2012. Receded 11 June 2011. ^ Episode Details: Operation: Vacation. Penguin Episode Madagascar. TV guide. Recededively 7 August 2011. ^ Hoboken Surprise. Penguin Madagascar. Season 2. Episode 50. August 20, 2011. Nickelodeon. ^ Top Cable 25: 'Jersey Shore,' 'The Closer,' 'Rizzoli
&amp; Isles' and High Series for Top Weekly's 'True Blood' Top Weekly Cable Viewing. Tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com august 23, 2011. Archived from the original on 12 September 2011. Receded 20 July 2012. ^ Dr. Blowhole's Revenge Return. Penguin Madagascar: Episode Info. MSN TV. Archived from the original on 14 October 2012. Receded 9 September 2011. ^ b Episode Details: Pet peeved; Bytes
Sized. Penguin Episode Madagascar on Nickelodeon. TV guide. Recedaled 18 September 2011. ^ b Episode Details: Good Deed Operation; When Chips Go Down. TV guide. Receded 2 October 2011. ^ b Top Cable 25: 'Monday night Football,' 'Beach Jersey,' Sheen Roast, GOP Debate Top Weekly Cable Viewing - Ratings | TVbytheNumbers. Tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com. Archived from the original on 30
September 2011. Recedaled 15 July 2012. ^ b Penguin Madagascar: TV listing. TV guide. Receptioned 6 October 2011. ^ b Episode Details: Gateway Enemy; The Big Stank - Penguin Madagascar. TV guide. Receptioned 18 November 2011. ^ b New Nick Toon Episode for MLK Weekend. AnimationMagazine.net. Receded on 13 January 2012. ^ b TV List: Penguin Madagascar. TV guide. Recededive to 4
February 2012. ^ Alienated. Penguin Episod Information. MSN TV. Diarkibkan from the original on October 20, 2012. Reached on April 1, 2012. ↑ Most Dangerous Game Night. Penguins of Madagascar. Season 2. Episode 68. March 31, 2012. Nickelodeon. A common reference used to most episodes of penguins of Madagascar episodes. TV guide. Reached on 26 Jun 2010. Penguins of Madagascar:
The Episod Guide. MSN TV. Diarkibkan from the original on August 15, 2011. Reached on 26 Jun 2010. Retrieved from
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